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Since 1887, Gustav Wolf has been a well-known name in wire ropes. Today, with six factories in five countries, we 
offer a full line of elevator wire ropes designed and manufactured to meet the requirements of the elevator indus-
try worldwide. 

Our product line for elevator ropes includes imperial and metric diameter Low-Stretch natural fiber core,
CompactTrac™ compacted-strand natural fiber core, PowerTrac™ compacted-strand full steel core (IWRC), PAWO
F3 and PAWO F7 steel-reinforced natural fiber core, PAWO F7S and PAWO F10 full steel core (IWRC) and 
TopTrac™ nine-strand full steel core (IWRC) in double-parallel design. We also produce metric diameter PAWO F4e 
and PAWO F5e synthetic fiber core galvanized hoist ropes with electrical conductor(s).

Gustav Wolf is certified ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004.

Not  your  average  wire  rope  application.

Gustav Wolf wire ropes are available from:
Draka (US/Canada) 1-877-DRAKA-EP (1-877-372-5237)  
Benfield (Metro NYC) 1-718-706-8600 
S.E.E.S. Inc. (Florida) 1-800-526-0026
For technical support 1-919-878-5605

www.gustav-wolf.com

Part palace and part theme park, the AIDAdiva is 
826 feet and fourteen decks of floating majesty. 
And what moves 2,700 passengers and crew bew-
teen those decks? Elevators with wire rope made 
especially for her by Gustav Wolf.

Our 120+ years of experience allows us to
manufacture wire ropes for any lifting application.
High-rise/high-speed, low-stretch, reverse bends, 
smaller sheaves - if you’ve got an elevator, we’ve 
got the right rope for it.

Call today or visit our website for the latest in wire 
rope technology.

But  then, we’re  not  your  average 
wire  rope  supplier.



8.11.2.1.3(cc)(1) Wire suspension and compensating ropes shall be replaced:

 (a) if the broken wires are equally distributed among the strands,   
 when the number of broken wires per rope lay in the worst section of  
 the rope exceeds the values shown in column A of Table 8.11.2.1.3(cc) 
 (1); or

 (b) if the distribution of the broken wires is unequal, and broken wires  
 predominate in one or two strands, when the number of broken wires  
 per rope lay in the worst section of the rope exceeds the values shown  
 in column B of Table 8.11.2.1.3(cc)(1); or

 (c) if four or five wires, side by side, are broken across the crown of  
 any strand, when the number of broken wires per rope lay in the worst  
 section of rope exceeds values shown in column C of Table 8.11.2.1.3(cc) 
 (1); or

 (d) if in the judgment of the inspector, any unfavorable condition, such  
 as fretting corrosion (red dust or rouge), excessive wear of individual  
 wires in the strands, unequal tension, poor sheave grooves, etc.,   
 exists, the criteria for broken wires will be reduced by 50% of the   
 values indicated in Table 8.11.2.1.3(cc)(1) for any of the three conditions  
 described above; or

 (e) if there is more than one valley break per rope lay.

 6x19 class (6 strands w/ 16-26 wires/strand) 24-30 8-12 12-20

 8x19 class (8 strands w/ 16-26 wires/strand) 32-40 10-16 16-24

*The upper limits may be used when inspections are made monthly by a         
  competent person.

8.11.2.1.3(cc)(2) On winding drum machines, the ropes shall be replaced:

 (a) if the broken wires are equally distributed among the strands, when  
 the number of broken wires per rope lay in the worst section of rope  
 exceeds 12 to 18; or 

 (b) if wire breaks predominate in one or two strands, when the number  
 of broken wires per rope lay in the worst section of rope exceeds 6 to  
 12; or

 (c) if there is more than one valley break per rope lay.

IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED that the sheaves of existing elevators be 
carefully checked and re-grooved or replaced as necessary prior to rope 
replacement. 

The diameter of the new ropes is greater than that of the old ropes and 
failure to bring the sheave grooves into the machine manufacturer’s specified 
tolerances can lead to vibration, metal shavings and other problems.

1)    code permits the use of steel wire 
suspension (hoist) and governor ropes with a minimum diameter of 9.5 mm 
(0.375 in). The minimum permitted D/d ratio for suspension (hoist) ropes is 
40:1 and for governor ropes is per ASME A17.1b-2009/CSA B44b-09 2.18.7.4. 
This code establishes a minimum D/d ratio of 32:1 for, but does not restrict 
the diameter of steel wire compensating ropes. For suspension (hoist), 
governor and compensating ropes this code also specifies minimum factors 
of safety.

2)   The  code and  stan-
dard permit the use of steel wire suspension (hoist) ropes with a minimum 
diameter of 4.0 mm (0.156 in) and steel wire governor ropes with a minimum 

diameter of 6.0 mm (0.25 in). The minimum permitted D/d ratio for suspen-
sion (hoist) ropes is 40:1 and for governor ropes is per ASME A17.1-2010/
CSA B44-10 2.18.7.4. This code establishes a minimum D/d ratio of 32:1 for, 
but does not restrict the diameter of steel wire compensating ropes. For 
suspension (hoist), governor and compensating ropes this code also specifies 
minimum factors of safety.

3)    Local code always takes precedence regarding minimum rope diameters, 
D/d ratios, factors of safety, etc. Refer to the code/standard document ap-
plicable in your jurisdiction or contact your Gustav Wolf representative for 
additional information.

 The crown wires are those that make contact with
the sheave and they will show signs of abrasion. If enough abrasion and/or 
rope fatigue due to bending takes place, the crown wires will break. When 
using this criterion, an inspector is looking for the number of total crown 
wire breaks within a rope lay. A rope lay is approximately 6.5 times the 

 The valley wires are located in the valleys of two adja-
cent strands. They do not make contact with the sheave and therefore should 
not experience abrasion. Valley breaks are attributed to rope fatigue due to 
bending.

 If the ropes reach a specified diameter reduction,  
they should be replaced even if no crown or valley breaks are present. 

The existence of red dust, or rouge, is also a factor 
in determining rope replacement.

Reprinted from ASME A17.1b-2009 and ASME A17.6-2010 with permission of The American Society of Mechanical Engineers. All rights reserved.



8.11.2.1.3(cc)(3) On any type of elevator, the suspension, compensation and 
governor ropes shall be replaced when their actual diameter is reduced 
below the value shown in Table 8.11.2.1.3(cc)(3): 

 
If one rope of a set is worn or damaged and requires replacement, the 
entire set of ropes shall be replaced, except, where one rope has been 
damaged during installation or acceptance testing prior to being subjected 
to elevator service, it shall be permissible to replace a single damaged 
rope with a new rope, provided that the requirements of 8.6.3.2.1 through 
8.6.3.2.6 are met.

8.6.3.2.1 The wire rope data for the replacement rope must correspond to 
the wire rope data specified in 2.20.2.2(a), (b), (c), (f), and (g) for the other 
ropes.

8.6.3.2.2 The replacement rope shall be provided with a wire rope data tag 
conforming to 2.20.2.2.

8.6.3.2.3 The suspension ropes, including the damaged rope, shall not have 
been shortened since their original installation. 

8.6.3.2.4 The diameter of any of the remaining ropes shall not be less than 
the nominal diameter minus 0.4 mm (0.015 in.).

8.6.3.2.5 The tension of the new replacement rope shall be checked and 
adjusted as necessary at semi-monthly intervals over a period of not less 
than two months after installation. If proper equalization of rope tension 
cannot be maintained after six months, the entire set of hoist ropes shall be 
replaced.

8.6.3.2.6 The replacement rope shall be provided with the same type of 
suspension-rope fastening used with the other ropes.

8.6.3.3.1 Replacement of all ropes, except governor ropes (see 8.6.3.4) shall 
conform to the following:

 (a) Replacement ropes shall be as specified by the original elevator  
 manufacturer or be at least equivalent in strength, weight, and design.

 (b) Ropes that have been previously used in another installation shall  
 not be reused. 

 (c) When replacing suspension, compensating, and car or drum  
 counterweight ropes, all ropes in a set shall be replaced, except as  
 permitted by 8.6.3.2.  

 (d) The ropes in the set shall be new, all from the same manufacturer,  
 and of the same material, grade, construction, and diameter.  

 

 (e) Data tags conforming to 2.20.2.2 shall be applied. 

 (f) Suspension, car, and drum counterweight rope fastenings shall  
 conform to 2.20.9.

8.6.3.4.1 Governor ropes shall be of the same size, material, and construc-
tion as the rope specified by the governor manufacturer, except that a rope 
of the same size but of different material or construction shall be permitted 
to be installed in conformance with 8.7.2.19.

8.6.3.4.2 The replaced governor ropes shall comply with 2.18.5.

8.6.3.4.3 After a governor rope is replaced, the governor pull-through force 
shall be checked as specified in 8.11.2.3.2(b).

8.6.3.4.4 A test tag indicating the date when the pull-through test was per-
formed shall be attached. 



(1)  Replacement criteria for steel wire rope are based on the worst condi-
tions of diameter and wire breaks. Crown wires are subject to both wear 
that reduces the diameter of the rope and the breaks that occur in the wear 
area. Breaks that are visible and occur outside of the crown wear area with 
the crown wire intact are called valley breaks.

(2)  Where ropes are subjected to reverse bends or where ropes are 
installed on nonmetallic sheaves or sheaves with nonmetallic liners or 
inserts, extra attention must be given to the rope due to possible accelera-
tion of valley breaks.

1.10.1.1 Replacement requirements for steel wire suspension ropes for trac-
tion elevators shall be as follows (see Nonmandatory Appendix A):

 (a) The steel wire rope(s) shall be replaced if the rope is permanently  
 kinked, bent, or deformed in any way (see 1.10.5).

 (b) For rope diameters equal to or greater than 8 mm (0.315 in.), the  
 ropes shall be replaced in accordance with 1.10.1.2(a) through 1.10.1.2(g)  
 and 1.10.3.

 (c) For rope diameters less than 8 mm (0.315 in.), the ropes shall  
 be replaced in accordance with 1.10.1.2(a) through (g), 1.10.1.2.1 and  
 1.10.1.2.2, and 1.10.3. In addition, other replacement criteria based on  
 the application shall be permitted to be applied. The replacement  
 criteria shall be documented in the Maintenance Control Program (see  
 ASME A17.1/CSA B44, requirement 8.6.1.4.1).

1.10.1.2 Criteria for replacement include at least one of the following:

 (a) if the broken crown wires are equally distributed among the  
 strands, when the number of broken wires per rope lay in the worst  
 section of rope exceeds the values shown in the “Normal Wear  
 Conditions,” first column of Table 1.10.1.2-1

 (b) if the distribution of breaks is unequal and broken crown wires  
 predominate in one or two strands, when the number of broken wires  
 per rope lay in the worst section of rope or the minimum diameter  
 exceeds the values shown in the “Normal Wear Conditions,” first  
 column of Table 1.10.1.2-1

 (c) if four wires, side by side, are broken across the crown of any  
 strand, when the number of broken wires per rope lay in the worst  
 section of rope exceeds the values shown in the “Normal Wear  
 Conditions,” first column of Table 1.10.1.2-1

 (d) if an unfavorable condition exists, such as but not limited to  
 corrosion due to external conditions, excessive wear of individual wires  
 in the strands, unequal tension, poor sheave grooves; the criteria for  
 broken crown wires shall be the values indicated in the “Unfavorable  
 Wear Conditions,” second column of Table 1.10.1.2-1 for any of the  
 conditions described above

 (e) if red dust or rouge exists, the criteria for broken wires shall be  
 the values indicated in the “Rope Showing Rouge,” third column of  
 Table 1.10.1.2-1 for any of the conditions described above

 (f) if there is more than one valley break per rope lay

 (g) if there are any valley breaks at any location where rouge exists

1.10.1.2.1 The elevator manufacturer using information from the rope manu-
facturer and considering the application, shall establish the design life limit 
to ensure that the residual strength of wire ropes less than 8 mm (0.315 in.) 
diameter is not less than 60% of the minimum breaking force at the time of 
replacement.

1.10.1.2.2     Steel wire ropes of less than 8 mm (0.315 in.) in diameter shall 
be replaced when there is evidence of rouge.

 Distributed breaks (max.) 24 12 12

 Unequal breaks (max.) 8  4 4

 4 Side-by-Side  breaks 12 6  6

 Distributed breaks (max.) 32  16  16

 Unequal breaks (max.) 10  5  5

 4 Side-by-Side breaks 16  8  8

GENERAL NOTES:

(a) Where ropes are subjected to reverse bends or where ropes are installed 
on nonmetallic coated, plastic, fiber-reinforced plastic sheaves or sheaves 
with nonmetallic liners or inserts, extra attention must be given to any steel 
wire rope (6, 8, or 9 strand) due to possible acceleration of valley breaks.

(b) This table does not apply to Winding Drum Machines. See 1.10.2 for 
replacement criteria.

(c) No more than one valley break per lay length and no valley breaks 
allowed if visible rouge.

(d) For ropes less than 8 mm, also see 1.10.1.2.2 for additional replacement 
requirements.

Suspension ropes shall be replaced on winding drum machines if:

 (a) the broken crown wires are equally distributed among the strands,  
 when the number of broken wires per rope lay in the worst section of  
 rope exceeds 12;

 (b) the broken crown wires predominate in one or two strands, when  
 the number of broken wires per rope lay in the worst section of rope  
 exceeds 6;

 (c) there is more than one valley break per rope lay; or

 (d) there are any valley breaks at any location where rouge exists

The suspension, compensation, and governor ropes shall be replaced when 
their actual diameter is reduced below the value shown in Table 1.10.3-1 (see 
next page). For nominal diameters not listed in Table 1.10.3-1, the minimum 
diameter reduction shall be calculated using the criteria outlined in General 
Notes (a) and (b) of Table 1.10.3-1. Normal wear diameters, unfavorable 
wear, and rouge conditions as listed in the table shall apply. Compensation 
and governor ropes shall also conform to 1.10.1.1(a) and 1.10.1.2(a) through 
1.10.1.2(g).



Measurement for diameter shall be taken on a straight portion of rope at 
the worst location. Two measurements at the same position at right angles 
shall be taken. The ropes shall be replaced if both of these measurements 
are below the replacement value. However, if only one of the measurements 
is below the replacement value, then the criteria for wire breaks under 
“Unfavorable Wear Conditions” shall apply. See Table 1.10.1.2-1.

Replacement of all ropes, except governor ropes (see ASME A17.1/CSA 
B44, requirement 8.6.3.4), shall conform to the requirements of 1.10.4.1 
through 1.10.4.6.

1.10.4.1  Replacement ropes shall be as specified by the original elevator 
manufacturer or be at least equivalent in strength, weight, and design.

1.10.4.2  Ropes that have previously been installed and used on another 
installation shall not be reused.

1.10.4.3 When replacing suspension, compensating, and car or drum coun-
terweight ropes, all ropes in a set shall be replaced, except as permitted by 
1.10.5.

1.10.4.4 The ropes in the set shall be new, all from the same manufacturer 
and of the same material, grade, construction, and diameter.

1.10.4.5 Data tags conforming to ASME A17.1/CSA B44, requirement 
2.20.2.2 shall be applied.

1.10.4.6 Suspension, car, and drum counterweight rope fastenings shall con-
form to ASME A17.1/CSA B44, requirement 2.20.9.

If one rope of a set is worn or damaged and requires replacement, the 
entire set of ropes shall be replaced; except, where one rope has been dam-
aged during installation or acceptance testing prior to being subjected to 
elevator service, it shall be permissible to replace a single damaged rope 
with a new rope provided that the requirements of 1.10.4.4 and 1.10.5.1 
through 1.10.5.1.6 are met. NOTE: Damage includes but is not limited to 
kinked ropes.

1.10.5.1 The steel wire rope data for the replacement rope must correspond 
to the steel wire rope data specified in ASMEA17.1/CSA B44, requirement 
2.20.2.2.

1.10.5.2 The replacement rope shall be provided with a data tag conforming 
to ASME A17.1/CSA B44, requirement 2.20.2.2.

1.10.5.3 The suspension ropes, including the damaged rope, shall not have 
been shortened since their original installation.

1.10.5.4 The diameter of any of the remaining ropes shall not be less than 
the nominal diameter minus 0.4 mm (0.015 in.).

1.10.5.5 The tension of the new replacement rope shall be checked and 
adjusted as necessary at semi-monthly intervals over a period of not less 
than 2 months after installation. If proper equalization of the rope tension 
cannot be maintained after 6 months, the entire set of suspension ropes 
shall be replaced.

1.10.5.6 The replacement rope shall be provided with the same type of sus-
pension rope fastening used with the other ropes.

  4 mm  3.875 mm 3.875 mm  Note (1)

  5 mm  4.844 mm  4.844 mm  Note (1)

  6 mm  5.813 mm  5.813 mm  Note (1)

  6.5 mm  6.297 mm  6.297 mm  Note (1)

  6.7 mm  6.491 mm  6.491 mm  Note (1)

  8 mm  7.500 mm  7.500 mm  7.750 mm

  9 mm  8.438 mm  8.438 mm  8.719 mm

  10 mm  9.375 mm  9.375 mm  9.688 mm

  11 mm  10.31 mm  10.31 mm  10.66 mm

  12 mm  11.25 mm  11.25 mm  11.63 mm

  13 mm  12.19 mm  12.19 mm  12.59 mm

  14 mm  13.13 mm  13.13 mm  13.56 mm

  15 mm  14.06 mm  14.06 mm  14.53 mm

  16 mm  15.00 mm  15.00 mm  15.50 mm

  18 mm  16.88 mm  16.88 mm  17.44 mm

  19 mm  17.81 mm  17.81 mm  18.41 mm

  20 mm  18.75 mm  18.75 mm  19.38 mm

  22 mm  20.63 mm  20.63 mm  21.31 mm

  1⁄4 in.  0.242 in. 0.242 in. Note (1) 

  5⁄16 in.  0.303 in. 0.303 in. Note (1)

  3⁄8 in.  0.352 in. 0.352 in. 0.363 in.

  7⁄16 in.  0.410 in. 0.410 in. 0.424 in.

  1⁄2 in.  0.469 in. 0.469 in. 0.484 in.

  9⁄16 in.  0.527 in. 0.527 in. 0.545 in.

  5⁄8 in.  0.586 in. 0.586 in. 0.605 in.

  11⁄16 in.  0.645 in. 0.645 in. 0.666 in.

  3⁄4 in.  0.703 in. 0.703 in. 0.727 in.

  13⁄16 in.  0.762 in. 0.762 in. 0.787 in.

  7⁄8 in.  0.820 in. 0.820 in. 0.848 in.

  15⁄16 in.  0.879 in. 0.879 in. 0.908 in.

  1 in.  0.938 in. 0.938 in. 0.969 in.

  1 1⁄8 in.  1.055 in. 1.055 in. 1.090 in.

  1 1⁄4 in.  1.172 in. 1.172 in. 1.211 in.

  1 3⁄8 in.  1.289 in. 1.289 in. 1.332 in.

  1 1⁄2 in.  1.406 in. 1.406 in. 1.453 in.

GENERAL NOTES:
(a) Maximum allowable diameter reduction below nominal for rope diameters less than 8 mm is 3.125%.
(b) Maximum allowable diameter reduction below nominal for rope diameters equal to or greater than 8 mm are as follows:
     (1) Normal wear or unfavorable wear conditions is 6.25%.   (2) Ropes showing rouge is 3.125%.
NOTE: (1) For ropes less than 8 mm, the rope must be replaced if rouge is evident. See 1.10.1.2.2.



The information needed to order hoist ropes is the number (quantity), 
length and diameter of the ropes; their stranding, construction and lay; 
their grade or tensile strength; and their breaking load. While this informa-
tion may be provided on the wire rope tag, it should be noted that the tag 
information may not always be accurate. For instance, it is not uncommon 
to find that the wrong tag has been applied. Use the following procedure for 
ordering hoist ropes for a traction elevator:
1) 
2) The length can often be found on  
 the installation layout.
3)  If you don’t have a measuring  
 tool, the crosshead data plate on top of the car should show the  
 diameter or the diameter may be stamped on the existing shackles.
4)  Stranding  
 is the number of strands per rope and the number of wires per strand  
 (e.g. an 8-strand rope with 19 wires per strand has 8 x 19 stranding).  
 Determine whether the rope has 6 or 8 strands by looking at the  
 shackles where the stranding is more easily seen. The rope   
 construction (Seale, Warrington, Filler Wire, etc.) can be found by  
 matching up the rope cross-section with the cross-sections shown in  
 this catalog.
 A 6-strand hoist rope is usually 6 x 25 Filler Wire construction with  
 Right Regular lay.
 If there is not a crosshead data plate and the building is over 50 years  
 old, the ropes used are usually 6 x 25 Filler Wire with Right Regular lay.
 An 8-strand hoist rope is usually 8 x 19 Seale. Lay can vary (see Step 5  
 below).
5)  Compare a Right Regular lay rope to a  
 Right Lang lay rope: 

 Note that the orientation of the individual wires is parallel to the  
 centerline in a Right Regular lay rope.  Right Regular lay is assumed if  
 the lay is not indicated on your order.
6) Grades are Iron,  
 Traction or Extra High Strength Traction (EHST). 
 Iron rope is normally used for governor and compensating ropes. 
 Traction rope can be used for hoist, governor and compensating  
 applications. 
 Extra High Strength Traction (EHST) rope is frequently specified for  
 high-rise/high-speed hoisting conditions. 
 Grade is sometimes expressed as tensile strength in Newtons/square  
 millimeter (N/mm2) or pounds/square inch (psi). 

 Iron 680 100,000
 Traction 1180 170,000
 EHS Traction 1670 245,000
7)  which can aid in confirming the grade and 
 is usually indicated on the crosshead data plate. For example, if a  

 8 x 19 ropes, refer to the information in this catalog or call your Gustav  
 Wolf representative for the correct grade (in this case, traction grade).

1) The purpose of the core is to provide support for the strands. 
 Natural fiber is the most common core used in elevator ropes in  
 North America. However, in some high-rise/high-speed, most MRL  
 and certain hydraulic applications, the use of steel-reinforced natural  
 fiber or full steel core (IWRC) ropes is becoming more common. 
 Contact your Gustav Wolf representative for more information.

2) In the preforming process, the strands are formed into a  
 helix (spiral) prior to closing. Preformed rope is the industry standard  
 and provides longer rope service life while being easier to handle. All  
 the ropes in this catalog are preformed.

3) Bright (uncoated) is the industry standard and comes   
 without any coating on the wires other than lubrication. For protection  
 from weather and corrosion (e.g. outdoor and mine elevators), the use  

 12 of this catalog) are in stock for immediate delivery.

4) Elevator wire rope stretch results from two main factors;
 Elastic stretch is an increase in rope length due to increase in load (as  
 load increases, the rope becomes longer and narrower and vice versa)  
 and Constructional stretch is an increase in rope length due to the 
 settling/compression of the core and strands when a load is applied 
 (most occurs shortly after the rope is put into service). Ropes made by 
 different manufacturers and ropes of different strandings, construc-
 tions, grades, etc. exhibit different stretch characteristics. For more  
 information on wire rope stretch refer to page 10 of this catalog or  
 contact your Gustav Wolf representative.

5)  Some wire rope manufacturers promote pre-stretched 
 rope at a premium price. Laboratory testing has shown that standard  
 Gustav Wolf natural fiber core rope exhibits comparable elongation to  
 commonly used brands of pre-stretched natural fiber core rope  
 without the associated increase in price. Contact your Gustav Wolf  
 representative for more information on Gustav Wolf low-stretch natural  
 fiber core rope.                      

The ordering procedure is similar to hoist ropes but you may have to rely 
on the rope tag to a greater degree because there is no crosshead data 
plate for governor or compensating ropes. However:

1) Use a caliper, micrometer or
 Go/No Go gauge (available on page 20 of this catalog).

2)  
 Almost all compensating and governor ropes have 8 strands (refer to  
 the rope cross-sections shown in this catalog).  

 Look at the rope tag to determine breaking load and then refer to  
 the information in this catalog or contact your Gustav Wolf representa- 
 tive for the correct grade (Iron or Traction).

3)  Governor and compen- 
 sating ropes are either Iron or Traction - never Extra High Strength  
 Traction (EHST). 

4) 

1) Preformed rope is always preferred for its longer life and ease of  
 installation. 

2) Replace all governor and compensating ropes with preformed ropes.



1)  Reels are best transported on the job site by rolling on a clean flat  
 surface or by lifting from a pipe in the reel center hole.

2)  Wire rope should be stored indoors, off the ground and covered to  
 protect it from moisture, dirt, dust, sunlight, etc.  

3)  Care must be taken to unroll and not laterally pull wire rope when  
 paying it off the reel. Kinking and dragging ropes over sharp edges  
 must be avoided. 

4) Ropes must be prevented from rotating during installation since free- 
 hanging ropes will untwist under their own weight. The use of reeving  
 splices is recommended and these are available on page 18 of this  
 catalog.

5)  Loose rope ends should always be seized or secured with cable bands  
 to prevent untwisting. Cable bands are available on page 18 of this  
 catalog.

6)  The installer should continually inspect wire rope during installation  
 to identify any areas which may have been damaged in shipment or  
 while in storage on the job site. Per ASME A17.1b-2009/CSA B44b-09
 8.6.3.2 and ASME A17.6-2010 1.10.5, where one suspension rope has  
 been damaged during installation or acceptance testing prior to being  
 subjected to elevator service, it shall be permissible to replace a single  
 damaged rope with a new rope, provided that the requirements of  
 8.6.3.2.1 through 8.6.3.2.6 and 1.10.4.4 and 1.10.5.1 through 1.10.5.6  
 respectively are met.

It is important to equally tension all the hoist ropes immediately after 
installation and at regular intervals thereafter in order to avoid differential 
wear of sheave grooves and ropes and to extend rope service life. 

Properly tensioned ropes result when each rope carries within 10% an equal 
percentage of the total load. Ropes with greater tension/load will press 
harder into the sheave grooves resulting in increased overall rope wear 
while ropes with lesser tension/load will slide through the sheave grooves 
causing increased crown and sheave wear. 

Some in the industry use techniques such as “tuning/plucking” or a torque 
wrench to determine tensioning but the results are rough at best. 

Today, highly accurate electronic rope tension measuring devices are avail-
able which allow the quick and accurate checking and adjustment of ten-
sion. Tension measuring devices are available on pages 19 and 20 of this 
catalog.

Refer to page 8 of this catalog for more information on hoist rope ten-
sioning. 



Overhead 1:1 roping, with its simple path 
from cab to counterweight, is the most 
common elevator hoist rope configuration.

On a new installation, if the car was not 
erected at the top landing, raise it there 
with a hoist. Lock it into position by setting 
the safety.

Place the counterweight in the pit and use 
proper support to hold it above the floor 
by this formula:

Rope stretch + runby + buffer height

Refer to page 10 of this catalog or contact 
your Gustav Wolf representative to get the 
amount of stretch for your ropes.

space between the bottom of the counter-
weight and the top of the buffer.  Runby 
dimensions may vary due to local code. 
Local code always takes precedence.

For example, if your rope under load has a 

-
terweight should be braced with wooden 

the pit floor.

Rope, either from a reel or a coil, is fed from the top landing to the top of the car.  
Unreel it as shown on page 6.  Do not allow the rope to kink or reverse bend.

The rope is then fed into the machine room and through the first sheave 
groove. 

The rope is then run down to a helper at the counterweight. It’s sometimes 
helpful to attach a weight to the rope end using a temporary loop secured 
with a rope clip.

Use a board as a brake on the reel (like in the YES diagram at the top of page 
6) to keep the reel from overspinning.

In re-roping operations, an old rope can be used to pull a new rope 
into position. Reeving splices (available on page 18 of this catalog) 
temporarily marry old and new rope ends together. When the old 
rope is pulled, it guides the new rope over or under the sheaves and 
to the attachment point at either the car or counterweight.

Reeving splices are designed for specific rope lays and diameters, 
so make sure to select the proper splice size. They carry a limited 
working load (refer to page 18 of this catalog for additional informa-
tion). The weight of the rope load can be calculated from the Net 
Weight column shown on pages 11 through 15 of this catalog.

Reeving splices are used once and then discarded.

supported
counterweight
frame

Other roping configurations include the overhead 2:1, which is popular be-
cause it permits the use of smaller traction motors. 

The same basic principles of hoist rope installation 
apply with added steps requiring a pull rope attached to 
the hoist rope end to raise the hoist rope to the attach-
ment points at the top of the hoistway.

Another roping configuration is the basement 
type 1:1 that features a machine at or below 
ground level that uses deflecting sheaves to 
guide the rope into the hoistway.

The same basic principles of hoist rope instal-
lation apply with added steps requiring a pull 
rope attached to the hoist rope end to raise 
the hoist rope from the pit.



Wedge sockets should be attached as shown to both 
the car and counterweight frame crossheads. The 
threaded rod must be placed with enough exposed 
thread below the crosshead to permit installation of 
the washer, nuts and cotter pin.

Prior to cutting the rope, make sure the rope is secure 
and will not fall down the hoistway. If the rope is set 
in the sheave groove, that should give enough grip to 
hold the rope. You may also want to use a rope clamp 
attached to the rail to hold the rope.

Mark the cut point of the rope, making sure to leave 

mm), then seize and cut the rope.

1) Run the rope down through 
the wedge socket body.

2) Thread the rope dead 
end back up through the top 
of the wedge socket body. 
Leave a loop of rope just 
large enough to insert the 
wedge.

3) Insert the wedge into the 
loop.

4) Pull down on the rope with 
one hand to keep it taut. Use 
a quick pull on the dead end 
to seat the wedge. 

5) The washer and nuts can 
now be tightened. Use the 
lower nut to lock the upper 
nut and washer against the 
crosshead or the counter-
weight frame. Insert and 
bend the cotter pin. 

6) Install two wire rope 
retaining clips to hold the 
dead end in place. Retaining 
clips bear no load - they are 
used only to keep the rope 
and wedge in place should 
there be a momentary loss of 
tension. Apply no more than 

the bolt and nut. 

washer,
nuts and
cotter pin
ready for
tightening

The  counterweight wedge sockets should be attached to the counterweight 
crosshead like the wedge sockets at the car crosshead.

Run the rope down through the counterweight wedge socket body. Repeat 
the technique shown in steps 1 through 4 above.

The rope should be as taut as you can get it using 
only manual effort. There should be enough threaded 
rod below the crosshead to allow tightening of the 
washer and nuts and insertion of the cotter pin.

If the rope is still slack, the rope may need to be 
re-seated in the wedge socket. Use a hammer and a 
drift pin to tap the wedge down until the rope loosens. 
Repeat steps 2 through 4 above to tighten the rope.

After all ropes are installed and the counterweight loaded, release the car 
and let the weight of the car and counterweight rest on the ropes. The rope 

Use one of the tension measuring devices shown on page 19 or 20 of this 
catalog to determine which ropes are carrying the most load. Any ropes 
tighter than the rest can be slackened and equalized using the hammer/drift 
pin method shown above.

Equalize final rope tension by adjusting the wedge socket rod nuts until all 
ropes carry tension within a 10% range of each other. DO NOT let the wedge 
socket rotate during tensioning. Rotating the socket body will let the rope 
untwist and weaken the rope. Hold the wedge socket body to prevent rotation.

Cut any surplus rope off the car dead end to leave approximately a 12 to 18 

end in place like step 6 above.

Once equal tension is established, the ropes need to 
be tied off or secured so that the wedge sockets do 
not rotate while the elevator is in operation.

is normally adequate, but see local codes for ap-
proved diameter) and thread it through the wedge 
socket bodies.

Use wire rope clips to tie together the ends of the 
binding rope.

The use of governor rope wedge sockets (two per 
rope) to attach the governor rope is recommended. 
Governor rope wedge sockets are available on page 
16 of this catalog.

1 2

3 4

5 6



Gustav Wolf strongly recommends an annual lubrication application every 
spring. Ropes should be field lubricated prior to summer and the increased 
temperature and humidity it brings. Summertime is when the air condition-
ers in the machine rooms and offices are operating. Condensation caused 
by the combination of an air conditioned machine room and a humid hoist-
way must be kept from entering the rope core.

The rope needs to have enough lubricant to eliminate friction in the wires 
and strands but not enough to cause slippage in the sheaves. The recom-
mended amounts (in the tables below) are very conservative so as not to 
cause over-lubrication. Start with the small amounts as shown in Table 1. 
Run the ropes for 30 days and if they feel dry, add additional lubricant as 
shown in Table 2.

Table 1 addresses bone-dry ropes that have never been field-lubricated:

Table 2 addresses ropes that are dry to the touch but there is still some 
visible film on a finger; or if you are performing annual spring lubrication; or 
if you have used the amounts in Table 1 and the ropes are still dry:

No amount of lubrication can displace water in ropes that have been in 
direct contact with water. Exposure of ropes to water results in permanent 
damage and a very short life expectancy. The only solution for problems 
associated with wet ropes is to replace them.

Wire ropes have been compared to a machine since they consist of many 
moving parts (8x19 Seale incorporates 152 individual wires) which are con-
stantly in contact and motion and under pressure. One result of this con-
tact, motion and pressure is the squeezing out of lubricant from the rope 
core and its transfer to the sheave grooves. 

Gustav Wolf elevator ropes are carefully lubricated in the factory for proper 
operation. However, with usage, time and exposure to the environment it is 
necessary that the ropes be re-lubricated in the field. In general, elevator 
system start cycles today are higher than in the past as fewer elevators 
serve more passengers. Consider too, that modern elevators using smaller 
sheaves, aggressive sheave groove profiles and fewer ropes cause sharper 
bend radii and increased groove pressures which put even greater stress 
on ropes. 

Failure to re-lubricate can result in accelerated sheave groove wear, 
internal notching, crown wear, core degradation and even rouging. Lack of 
proper lubrication can reduce rope service life by up to a third. A regular 
program of wire rope lubrication is essential to achieve long rope service 
life and the proper operation of the elevator installation. 

If there is no established lubrication policy, the easiest way to check the 
ropes is to stop and safely secure the car and lightly wipe a finger on the 
ropes. This finger test should show a visible and slippery film of oil. If there 
is no film, the ropes are in desperate need of lubrication. If the film is visible 
but does not feel oily, then the ropes need a light amount of lubricant. In 
the past, mechanics were taught to put a finger in the groove of the sheave 
to check for the slippery film. This method is no longer acceptable because 
as ropes dry out, lubrication will be deposited into the undercut (where the 
rope has no contact). The finger test will show a tacky black smudge but 
the ropes could still be bone dry. 

In North America, Gustav Wolf recommends the use of DrakaLube™ which 
is available from Draka Elevator Products (or any Gustav Wolf distributor 
listed on the back cover of this catalog). DrakaLube™ reduces wear, pro-
tects against corrosion and displaces moisture in the rope core. 

Automatic lubricators (available on page 18 of this catalog) are the most 
time-efficient way to lubricate ropes, but make sure to manually lubricate 
the ropes that are over the sheave when the car is at its lowest landing, as 
the oiler does not touch that section of the ropes. Manual methods, such as 
paintbrushes or rollers, are also acceptable. Whichever method you choose, 
take care to avoid over-lubrication.

Prior to lubricating, clean all lubrication build-up and dirt from the ropes 
using an automatic metal-brush cleaner or wire brush. DO NOT use solvents 
to clean ropes; solvents will break down the rope lubricant and the rope will 
deteriorate.



 3/8” = 80-001    1/4” = 80-000  (2 - 3) + (2 - 4) = 

traction grade 5/8” = 80-003    1/2” = 80-002  (51 - 76) + (51 - 102) =
natural fiber core     5/8” = 80-003  102 - 178 mm

  3/8” = 80-001EHS     (2 1/2 - 3) + (2 - 4 1/2) =
8x19 Seale  1/2” = 80-002EHS     4 1/2 - 7 1/2

EHS traction grade  5/8” = 80-003EHS     (63 - 76) + (51 - 114) =
natural fiber core       114 - 190 mm

  3/8” = 80-016     (1 1/2 - 2) + (1 1/2 - 2) =

to F 819 S-FE DT EHS above) 5/8” = 80-024     (38 - 51) + (38 - 51) =
8x19 Seale       76 - 102 mm
EHS traction grade*  
steel-reinforced natural fiber core

  3/8” = 80-104    (1 1/2 - 2) + ( 1/2 - 1 ) = 

EHS traction grade*   5/8” = 80-113    (38 - 51) + (13 - 25) =
full steel core       51 - 76 mm

™    3/8” = 80-001CSLL   (2 - 3) + (2 - 4) =    

traction grade    5/8” = 80-003CSLL   (51 - 76) + (51 - 102) =
natural fiber core       102 - 178 mm estimated

      3/8” = 80-001W
8x19 Warrington
traction grade
natural fiber core

     3/8” = 80-010IRONW   
8x19 Warrington
iron grade
natural fiber core

       1/2” = 80-002FW
8x25 Filler Wire      5/8” = 80-003FW
traction grade
natural fiber core

      1/2” = 80-011IRONFW
8x25 Filler Wire      5/8” = 80-012IRONFW
iron grade
natural fiber core    

NOTES:

1) Other imperial diameters than those listed above are available. Refer to pages 11 - 12 of this catalog or contact your Gustav Wolf representative for additional 
information.

2) The goal of the suggested hoist rope guidelines is to achieve maximum rope service life and minimum rope stretch. The guidelines for hoist rope are based on 
Rise/Travel and apply to standard 1:1 overhead machine installations only unless otherwise indicated. Other machine arrangements should be discussed with your 
Gustav Wolf representative prior to ordering.

3) The minimum acceptable traction sheave hardness for F 819 S-FE DT (traction grade) and CompactTrac hoist ropes is 210 Brinell and for F 819 S-FE DT EHS, 
PAWO F3 and PAWO F10 hoist ropes is 220 Brinell.

4) It is strongly recommended that the sheaves of existing elevators be carefully checked and re-grooved or replaced as necessary prior to rope replacement. 
The diameter of the new ropes is greater than that of the old ropes and failure to bring the sheave grooves into the machine manufacturer’s specified tolerances 
can lead to vibration, metal shavings and other problems.

5) To insure maximum rope and sheave life a program of regular re-lubrication should be adopted. Refer to page 9 of this catalog for information on field re-
lubrication. The use of DrakaLube™ (available on page 18 of this catalog) is recommended.

6) Rope and sheave life will be maximized if hoist rope tension is equalized (within a 10% range) at the time of rope installation and at regular intervals thereafter. 
The use of the portable RTS Rope Tensioning System (available on page 19 of this catalog) is recommended.  

*Actual minimum tensile strength of outer wires is 1570 N/mm2 (227,800 psi). 



- 8 x 19 Seale with natural fiber core

Most popular rope design in North America. Eight-strand/Seale construction with its larger outer wires better resists abrasion and wear. Dual-tensile design provides high-breaking 
strength without damage to sheaves with lower Brinell hardness. Available in Traction or Extra High Strength Traction (EHST) grade and Right Regular or Right Lang lay.

- 8 x 19 Warrington with natural fiber core

Eight-strand/Warrington construction is more flexible and makes this rope well-suited for governor applications. Available in Traction or Iron grade.

- 8 x 25 Filler Wire with natural fiber core

Eight-strand/Filler Wire construction with its higher wire count provides greater flexibility and makes this rope a good match for compensating applications. 
Available in Traction or Iron grade.

- 6 x 25 Filler Wire with natural fiber core

Six-strand/Filler Wire rope is less flexible than eight-strand/Filler Wire rope but it is used in a limited number of older hoist, compensating and governor applications. 
Available in Traction, Extra High Strength Traction (EHST) or Iron grade.

All listed Gustav Wolf wire rope is  with a  (uncoated) finish. 
All popular items are in stock for immediate delivery.
Less popular items and other diameters, strandings, constructions, grades, coatings, etc. are available by special order.



- 8 x 19 Seale with steel-reinforced natural fiber core 

 

 

Steel-reinforced natural fiber core provides reduced stretch and cross-section deformation with higher breaking strength. Eight-strand/Seale 
construction with its larger outer wires increases wear resistance. Recommended for use on mid/high-rise elevators wherever Extra High Strength Traction (EHST) 
grade wire rope is specified to extend rope service life and reduce or eliminate the labor cost of repeated rope shortenings.

- 9 x 17 or 9 x 21 Filler Wire with Independent Wire Rope Core

 9 x 17 Filler Wire 
 9 x 21 Filler Wire

 9 x 21 Filler Wire 

Designed specifically for demanding high-rise/high-speed applications. Full steel core (IWRC) and nine-strand/Filler Wire construction work together to achieve minimal stretch, 
a round cross-section, excellent flexibility, increased resistance to rope fatigue due to bending and maximized breaking strength. Recommended for use on high-rise/high-speed 
elevators wherever Extra High Strength Traction (EHST) grade wire rope is specified to achieve the ultimate in wire rope performance. PAWO F10 comes with a white surface line. 

- 8 x 19 Seale with natural fiber core 

Compacted strand design of this eight-strand/Seale rope increases bending resistance. The larger contact area between ropes and sheaves reduces 
surface pressure and helps extend short rope service life associated with rope fatigue due to reverse bends e.g. basement machines. This is a Right Lang lay rope in Traction grade.

- 8 x 19 Seale with natural fiber core

Galvanized coating on wires helps protect ropes from weather and corrosion associated with outdoor and mine elevators. This is an eight-strand/
Seale construction rope in Traction grade.

All listed Gustav Wolf wire rope is  with a  (uncoated) finish (except for 80-002G and 80-003G above which are galvanized). 
All popular items are in stock for immediate delivery.
Less popular items and other diameters, strandings, constructions, grades, coatings, etc. are available by special order.

9 x 17 Filler Wire 
with IWRC

9 x 21 Filler Wire 
with IWRC



 -  8 x 19 Seale with natural fiber core

A popular metric rope design used in many standard hoist and compensating applications. Eight-strand/Seale construction with its larger outer wires better resists abrasion and
wear. Dual-tensile design provides high-breaking strength without damage to sheaves with lower Brinell hardness.

- refer to specifications below

80-083 is galvanized - all others have a bright (uncoated) finish.

All listed Gustav Wolf wire rope is  with a  (uncoated) finish (except for 80-083 above which is galvanized). 
All popular items are in stock for immediate delivery.
Less popular items and other diameters, strandings, constructions, grades, coatings, etc. are available by special order.

6 x 19 PAWO F3 Seale
with steel-reinforced 
natural fiber core

6 x 19 Warrington 
with natural fiber core

8 x 19 PAWO 819W 
Warrington with full steel 
core (IWRC)

8 x 19 PAWO F3 Seale
with steel-reinforced 
natural fiber core

6 x 19 Standard 1 + 6 + 12 
with natural fiber core



 - 8 x 19 Seale with steel-reinforced natural fiber core

Steel-reinforced natural fiber core provides reduced stretch and cross-section deformation with higher breaking strength. Eight-strand/Seale construction with its larger outer 
wires increases wear resistance.

 - 8 x 19 Warrington with steel-reinforced natural fiber core

Steel-reinforced natural fiber core provides reduced stretch and cross-section deformation with higher breaking strength. More flexible eight-strand/Warrington construction 
resists rope fatigue due to bending in installations with numerous rope bends.

 - 8 x 19 Warrington with Independent Wire Rope Core

 Hoist 13.0 1570 Regular 

Full steel core (IWRC) reduces stretch and cross-section deformation to a minimum while maximizing breaking strength. More flexible eight-strand/Warrington construction resists 
rope fatigue due to bending in installations with numerous rope bends and smaller sheaves. PAWO F7S comes with a green surface line.

       

All listed Gustav Wolf wire rope is  with a  (uncoated) finish.
All popular items are in stock for immediate delivery.
Less popular items and other diameters, strandings, constructions, grades, coatings, etc. are available by special order.



 - 9 x 17 Filler Wire with Independent Wire Rope Core

Designed specifically for demanding high-rise/high-speed applications using rope diameters of 8.0 to 12.0 mm. Full steel core (IWRC) and nine-strand/Filler Wire construction 
work together to achieve minimal stretch, a round cross-section, excellent flexibility, increased resistance to rope fatigue due to bending and maximized breaking strength. 
PAWO F10 comes with a white surface line.

       
 - 9 x 21 Filler Wire with Independent Wire Rope Core

Designed specifically for demanding high-rise/high-speed applications using rope diameters of 13.0 mm and larger. Full steel core (IWRC) and nine-strand/Filler Wire construction 
work together to achieve minimal stretch, a round cross-section, excellent flexibility, increased resistance to rope fatigue due to bending and maximized breaking strength. 
PAWO F10 comes with a white surface line.

       

- 8 x 19 Seale with synthetic fiber core and two 0.96 mm2 (>18 AWG) conductors 

Galvanized coating on wires and two (2) electrical conductors make this eight-strand/Seale rope suitable for use on outdoor maintenance platforms 
and similar applications. Diameters in addition to 8.0 mm are available.

- 6 x 19 Seale with synthetic fiber core and one 0.96 mm2 (>18 AWG) conductor 

Galvanized coating on wires and one (1) electrical conductor make this six-strand/Seale rope suitable for use on outdoor maintenance platforms 
and similar applications. Diameters in addition to 8.0 mm are available.

All listed Gustav Wolf wire rope is  with a  (uncoated) finish (except for 80-081 and 80-067 above which are galvanized). 
All popular items are in stock for immediate delivery.
Less popular items and other diameters, strandings, constructions, grades, coatings, etc. are available by special order.



 

 Each wedge socket consists of the socket, rod, 1 wedge, 2 nuts, 1 washer, 1 cotter pin and 2 retaining clips.

 Wedge sockets are tested with full steel core (IWRC) rope and exceed ASME A17.1 Rule 2.20.9 and all other applicable safety codes. 
 
 Socket - Cast steel ASTM-A27, Grade 60-30 stress relieved
 Rod - Rolled or forged steel ASTM 668
 Wedge - Cast steel ASTM-A27, Grade 60-30

A

B

C

 Wedge - Cast steel ASTM-A27, Grade 60-30

  retaining clips, 14 mm mounting hole

  retaining clips, 17.5 mm mounting hole



 *Each isolation bushing spring assembly includes 1 spring, 3 bushings and 2 washers. The wedge socket is NOT included.
 †Spring measured when relaxed

 Socket - Cast steel ASTM-A27, Grade 60-30 stress relieved
 Rod - Rolled or forged steel ASTM 668
 Wedge - Cast steel ASTM-A27, Grade 60-30

 All Babbitt sockets are special order and are not normally stocked. 

 Socket - Forged carbon steel per JIS S35C or S38C equivalent to SAE 1035 or 1038, 
 hot forged then normalized and tempered
 Hex nuts - ASTM A563 Grade O
 Cotter pin - Steel, per ANSI B5.20

A

B



 

 DrakaLube wire rope treatment has been specifically formulated for use with all types and brands of elevator wire rope to 
 fight bending stresses, high groove pressures and wear. DrakaLube is a new generation of field lubrication with additives
 that provide protection against corrosion, and most importantly, it can actually displace moisture in the rope core.

 
 
  for rope oiler

  for all size rope oilers
 

- for right lay ropes only

 Reeving splices are provided three to a package. Use only once, then discard. Other sizes are available. 

- malleable iron

 - preformed, flexible zinc-coated wire rope

 



 portable, mounts on individual ropes above car or counterweight

 
  includes LCD touch-screen operation with built-in power supply, 
  USB cable and hard-shell carrying case with space for up to 12 sensors

 

 The RTS (Rope Tensioning System) is a portable electronic device for quickly measuring the tension of elevator wire   
 ropes within an accuracy of 3%. The system includes a LCD touch-screen control unit with a capacity of up to 12 sensors   
 attached via USB connections (indicate the quantity of sensors from 6 to 12 per control unit when you place your order).   

 In the Weighing Mode, the individual rope tension readings and average weight are shown graphically and numerically   
 in either imperial or metric units for up to 12 ropes. The clearly displayed tension information allows the field technician   
 to quickly and accurately equalize the rope tensions. Since the information is displayed in real time for each rope, the   
 impact of a tensioning adjustment made to one rope is immediately visible on the other ropes.

 In the Adjust Mode, the before and after tension values for up to 150 installations can be stored in the internal memory. 
 This information can then be downloaded to a PC via the included USB cable.

 Coupling hardware for each sensor is included which permits the sensors to be attached to rope diameters of 

 The weight of the cab and counterweight can also be conveniently and precisely measured with the RTS.

 
 permanently mounts on individual ropes above car or at top of hoistway

   
  includes LCD display with 3 relay outputs and 0-20 mA, 0-24 mA or 4-20 mA analog output,
  requires a power supply voltage of 100-240 VAC

 
 
 

 The MWR-8 intelligent wire rope sensor system has been developed as a load weighing device for permanent installation   
 on elevators which require a high level of precision (within an accuracy of 5%). This is accomplished through the use of   
 an individual sensor on each rope to measure the tension (indicate rope diameter and quantity of sensors from 2 to 8 

 The control unit includes three programmable alarms i.e. full load, overload and tension differential. Analog outputs of 
 0-20 mA, 0-24 mA or 4-20 mA can be selected in the field. 
 In addition, with up to eight individual sensors attached via USB connectors, the LCD display allows the user to view the   
 individual tension in metric units for up to eight wire ropes (the field technician can then quickly and accurately equalize   
 the rope tensions). The unit can also signal that a rope has broken and it permits the weight of the cab to be conveniently   
 and precisely measured.

 Installation is quick and calibration is automatic and accomplished without the use of test weights.



  10000 lbf/4500 kgf/45000 N capacity
 The Quick-Balance tension meter can be attached to a rope, used to measure tension, and removed in just seconds. In the Balance
 Mode the load on each rope can be adjusted to equalize tensioning across all ropes. The device also allows a single field technician 
 to determine the weight of the elevator and counterweight in minutes. The digital load cell assures accuracy of up to +/- 3% when 
 calibrated to the specific rope size and type.

  imperial and metric scales, includes special jaws for ease of use, 
 extra battery and hard-shell carrying case

- conforms to ASME A17.6 standard

  for imperial diameters, go/no go style,
  3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 11/16 and 3/4 in

  for metric diameters, go/no go style, 
  6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16 and 19 mm

 Convenient machined-aluminum tool for quick and accurate measurement of wire rope diameters.
 If the rope fits in the groove, or if a rope with rouge fits the stepped groove, retire the rope.

 

  Morse-Starrett 101, 

 

 Morse-Starrett W-075,

 

  Cooper Tools 8690 TN,



Since 1887, Gustav Wolf has been a well-known name in wire ropes. Today, with six factories in five countries, we 
offer a full line of elevator wire ropes designed and manufactured to meet the requirements of the elevator indus-
try worldwide. 

Our product line for elevator ropes includes imperial and metric diameter Low-Stretch natural fiber core,
CompactTrac™ compacted-strand natural fiber core, PowerTrac™ compacted-strand full steel core (IWRC), PAWO
F3 and PAWO F7 steel-reinforced natural fiber core, PAWO F7S and PAWO F10 full steel core (IWRC) and 
TopTrac™ nine-strand full steel core (IWRC) in double-parallel design. We also produce metric diameter PAWO F4e 
and PAWO F5e synthetic fiber core galvanized hoist ropes with electrical conductor(s).

Gustav Wolf is certified ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004.

Not  your  average  wire  rope  application.

Gustav Wolf wire ropes are available from:
Draka (US/Canada) 1-877-DRAKA-EP (1-877-372-5237)  
Benfield (Metro NYC) 1-718-706-8600 
S.E.E.S. Inc. (Florida) 1-800-526-0026
For technical support 1-919-878-5605

www.gustav-wolf.com

Part palace and part theme park, the AIDAdiva is 
826 feet and fourteen decks of floating majesty. 
And what moves 2,700 passengers and crew bew-
teen those decks? Elevators with wire rope made 
especially for her by Gustav Wolf.

Our 120+ years of experience allows us to
manufacture wire ropes for any lifting application.
High-rise/high-speed, low-stretch, reverse bends, 
smaller sheaves - if you’ve got an elevator, we’ve 
got the right rope for it.

Call today or visit our website for the latest in wire 
rope technology.

But  then, we’re  not  your  average 
wire  rope  supplier.



877-DRAKA-EP (877-372-5237) (
252-972-6001 7

Chicago (Schaumburg, IL)
Houston, TX
Los Angeles (Commerce, CA)
Memphis (Walnut, MS)
Metro NYC (Long Island City, NY)
Rocky Mount, NC

718-706-8600 (
718-706-8665 7

Metro NYC (Bronx, NY)
 

800-526-0026 (
954-917-7337 7

Pompano Beach, FL
 

877-DRAKA-EP (877-372-5237) (
252-972-6001 7

Calgary, AB
Edmonton, AB
Toronto (Brantford, ON)
Vancouver, BC

877-DRAKA-EP (877-372-5237) (
252-972-6001 7

Richard L. Lindemeyer
General Manager – North America  
919-878-5605 (7
richard.lindemeyer@gustav-wolf.com
www.gustav-wolf.com
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